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6THE LIFE AHD POETRY OF SAPPHO.
Legend says that the head of Orpheus and his lyre
were carried hy the Aegean waves to Lesbos, where they were
buried. Thus Lesbos received as by inheritance that gift
of song which had belonged to the Theban poet. Certain it
is that there, in the seventh century before Christ, was de-
veloped a wealth of lyric song which the world has not equalled.
Fate under many forms has swept away most of the store, but the
unrivalled perfection of what still remains gives ample testi-
mony to the high value of the whole, and proves that here is
our saddest literary loss.
In addition to this mythical endowment, cireums tances
favored the growth of song at Lesbos. All over the Greek world
tremendous vitality was apparent in every phase of life. The
city states of Hellas and Ionia were sending out the colonies
which soon dotted the shores of the Mediterranean from ITaucra-
tis and Cyrene even to Gallic Massilia. Commerce flourished,
and served to keep in friendly touch with each other the most
widely separated outposts of Greek enterprise while it largely
increased the intelligence and broadness of sympathy of all
Hellenes
.
Their natural alertness and energy of mind, fostered
by their colonizing and commercial activity expressed itself
in a new birth of literature, which had lain dormant since the
Homeric age. At Sparta, Callinos sang to inspire the patriot-
ic fervor of the soldiers. Archilochos of Paros and Simonides
of Amorgos developing the new Iambic verse, sang their personal

7loves and hatreds with an intensity and passion entirely foreign
to earlier Greek poetry. Throughout Hellas, songs were spring-
ing up in connection with religious observances, public games,
the drama, and all the different social and commercial occupa-
tions of the people.
In one significant respect the new poetry differed
from the epics of Homer which had been almost the sole literary
possession of earlier generations. This was in the fact that
it treated not the old loves and valorous deeds of gods and he-
roes, but the individual joys and sorrows, aspirations and ex-
periences of men. That is, the new poetry was intensely sub-
jective, and indicated the mental attitude of the people. They
were no longer interested in far away gods and semi-rehl heroes,
but in themselves, in humanity, which they were now with surprise
and delight discovering to be possessed of capabilities, interests,
— and interest -- hitherto all unsuspected.
Foremost in the progressive movement of the age was
Lesbos. That little island, the "Pearl of the Aeolian Pace"
as Hiebuhr has called it, was famous even in Homeric times alike
for its wealth and culture and for the beauty and artistic skill
of its women. Homer tells us that it was sacked by Achilles,
who from the spoil of the "well built city" gave Agamemnon "seven
Lesbian woman, surpassing womankind in beauty, skilled in excel-
lent handiwork, whom he chose on the day they took Lesbos."
'
m Iliad IX. 11. 253 f.
'-
.
.
8About 1000 B.C.^' the southward migration of the
Dorians drove out of Hellas the hands of Aeolians who, settling
in Leshos and on the neighboring coasts of Asia Minor, formed
the main population of that region in historic Greek ages. The
national identity of the Aeolians on the mainland was soon merg-
ed in the voluptuous Medism of the stronger eastern peoples.
The island folk of Leshos, however, retained their independence
of Persia, and so were able to develop the intellectual eminence
inherent in their peculiar race.
Aeolians have always been fond of poetry and song, and
keenly sensible to beauty. Their environment, the "radiant
scenes of nature" spread about them on every hand played a large
part in their lives. Perhaps a brief description may serve to
make more vivid the picture of their favored land. Above the
city, Mytilene, towered the peak of the Aeolian Mount Olympos,
three thousand feet in height, and crowned with ridges of snowy
marble. At its feet lay, lapis-blue, the shining waters of the
great double harbor, behind the barrier of whose mighty chain
rode triremes at anchor. The slopes of the hills were green
with the soft verdure of olive groves, or brilliant with rich
orchards of orange and lemon and fig and walnut. Terraced vine-
yards yielded the store of luscious grapes from which was pressed
the famous Lesbian wine. The river beds in spring, after the
brief cold of January and February, were bright as they are to-
day with oleander and pomegranate, cyclamen and wild violets.
(1) Morey "Outlines of Ancient History." p. 95.
t-
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9and the cliffs and meadows all the year round were starred
with anemone and jonquil, and spicy sweet with pleasant herbs,
myrtle, arid wild rosemary. In the cultivated wardens hyacinths
and roses and tall chestnut trees surrounded the gleaming marble
pillars and cool porticoes of the houses, where too were heard
the plash of fountains and songs of countless birds.
The air was deliciously soft and mild, and the sun
shone clear and bright at all seasons of the year, giving grate-
ful warmth in the brief but sharp winter, and in the summer rip-
^ening the golden h rvests.
Such bounteous gifts of nature could not fail to leave
their impress on the poetry of the people, which does indeed at-
test hy constant references their pride and appreciation of their
lovely land. Strabo they would have thought was hut just when
( 1 ^he spoke of "divine Lesbos."
As love of beauty was developed by the natural scenery
and climate, so energy of mind was fostered hy the commercial ad-
vantages of the location of Lesbos, and the resulting trade that
grew to he one of the chief occupations of the people. Lesbos
is situated less than ten miles from the mainland, just opposite
the gulf of Adramyttium, and directly in the trade routes from
the Euxine and theTnoad to Athens, and from the Euxine and the
Chaleidian cities to rich old Egypt. The early seventh century
marked the planting of almost innumerable Greek cities in the
Chalcidice, Thrace, and the lands about the Propontis. With
all these cities as well as with Sardis, Egypt, and Athens, Lesbos
( 1) Strabo 617.
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had a flourishing trade. Her exports v/ere oil and figs and
her own good wine. Trade was the business even of the no-
bility, for Sappho was of noble family, and her brother Cha-
raxos was a merchant having trade in Egypt.
Hot only did the sailors bring home abounding wealth
to Lesbos, they brought her tales of far away lands and curious
articles made in every quarter of the known world. So they
fired the imagination and kindled the romantic and adventurous
spirit of the people. Sardis, their neighbor in Asia, was in
the seventh century a city of power and luxury. Alyattes the
king, a contemporary of Sappho and father of Croesos, sent as
a gift to the god at Delphi a stand of soldered iron, made by
Glaucos a craftsman of Chios. On it v/as placed a silver bowl,
but the iron stand, richly carved, was regarded as much the more
precious gift of the two, and was famed far and wide because of
its rarity.
Egypt* another neighbor, was tottering on her ancient
throne, and soon to fall under the conquering Persians, yet full
of splendor and fascination because of her former greatness.
1)
Thebes of the hundred gates whence sallied forth two hundred
warriors out of each, with horses and chariots, Thebes, where
the treasure houses are stored fullest, must have been as fami-
liar a theme of story to Sappho as to Homer.
The old nobility of the island moreover were, because
of their traditions, natural patrons of song. For their class,
in the heroic days, Homer had sung, and they still cherished the
Homeric ideals of hospitality and song. From their class indeed
(1) Iliad IZ. 384 f.
t6
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came the two most famous singers of the new age, Alkaios,
and Sappho, the foremost lyrist of all ages.
The first of the Lesbian poets of the seventh cen-
tury was Lesches, who wrote in four books "The Little Iliad."
His work was fashioned after the greater Iliad, but added new
stories of its well-known heroes.
Terpander was the real forerunner of Sappho. He is
'Said to have been the father of lyric poetry, and among the
first to give prominence and favor to poetry accompanied by
the lyre and cithera. It was he, as his own work tells us,
who enlarged the number of strings in the lyre from four to seven.
"Y/e love no more the song of the four tones, but to
thee, 0 Sparta, we shall sing new songs like rushing water,
upon a lyre of seven strings."'^'
The influence of his work was felt throughout classic days,
when ever„ gentleman was expected to be able at a banquet to
improvise both poem and accompaniment. Only four fragments,
but those wonderfully fine, remain of the work of this poet.
The finest is in honor of Apollo.
"Sing to me again, oh my heart, of the
Par shooting Ling. All hail, oh Zing!"
Lesbos first became famed in the outside world as the home of
poetry at about 675 B . C .when Terpander won the prize offered in
the musical and poetical contest in honor of Apollo Zarneia at
Sparta. The reputation of his verses was so great indeed that
a proverb soon arose:
'g y
"Pirst the singer of Lesbos, and then the others."
( 1) Anthologia Lyrica -- Terpander.
Fr. 9£. "Fr." means Fragment. The numbers are those of
r
ed. II (1887) Wharton's "Sappho."
c6
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Sappho alludes to his preeminence when she says:
"As the Lesbian singer surpasses men of other lands."' 1
''
Late in the century civil dissension filled the island.
Alkaios, thought by some to have been the elder contemporary of
Sappho, by others the younger, in this period of strife wrote his
fiery songs. Many were on martial themes and directed against
the tyrants Myrsilos and Pittakos, whom Alkaios opposed almost
to the end. Others of his songs are of banquets, of love, or
rarely of the gods. Next in fame to Sappho, whom he greatly
admired, stands Alkaios, both for the high excellence of his
poetry, and for the new metre invented by him, the Alcaic.
The dictator Pittakos, against whom the arms and the
poems of Alkaios were directed, was a writer also, though first
a lawgiver. His political power lasted from about 600 to 590,
and was very popular because of its justice and beneficence.
By his sayings, his laws, and his poetry he earned a place with
his younger contemporary Solon among the "Seven Sages of Hellas."
"Forgiveness is better than revenge," he said, and pardoned his
inveterate and bitter enemy Alkaios and restored to their land
many aristocrats long exiled for political activity. It was
probably during the just and generous reign of this man that
the main work of Sappho was done.
Although the greatest, Sappho was not the only woman
poet of her age. In Sparta women had begun to write verses
thirty years earlier. Myrtis, Korinna, Telesilla, and Erinna
all gained fame in their art. Erinna who died at the early age
(1) Fr. 92
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of nineteen wrote in epic verse a little poem called "The
Spindly,” which the ancients called equal to Homer, though
it contained only three hundred lines. These poets and
their songs, however, great as was their influence on Sappho
and later Greek writers, now all are gone into the darkness.
With them would Sappho too have gone, could the zeal of some
of the Christian fathers have worked its will. Her verses --
so great was the love and reverence in 'which they were held --
had been copied and quoted so often that they could not he ut-
terly destroned. Small indeed, when compared with those that
are lost, is the number that' remain, but they are of priceless
value. Meleager the epigrammatist speaks of them truly as
"the few flowers of Sappho, but those roses."
Of Sappho, "the Poetess" as Homer was "the Poet,"
Psappha, as she is sometimes called, few facts are definitely
known. She was born about 630 and lived perhaps until 560.
Her birthplace the Lesbians believe to have been Eresos, though
she lived the greater part of her life at Mytilene the chief
city of Lesbos, and indeed of the Aeolian race. Her father was
Seaman dronymos ^ and her mother Kleis. The family was of noble
birth as we know from the fact that Sappho's brother Larachos
was cup-bearer in the prytaneon of his state. This honor was
given only to young men of rank. Larachos evidently performed
( 2 )
his duties well, for his sister frequently complimented him
for his grace and dignity of bearjng, and later cup-bearers
tried to equal him in their carriage. Luring the civil wars
( 1) Herodotos. II. 135.
(2) Fr. 139.
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before Pittakos established his power, it is probable that
Sappho, being of the aristocratic party, was exiled. Tra-
dition says she went to Sicily, a very long journey in those
days when only open boats were known. Her poetry indeed
gives evidence of familiarity with other lands than her own.
Suidas says that she v/as married, on her return to
Lesbos, to a merchant of Andres, by name Kerkolas, and that she
had one daughter, Kleis. Sappho does not refer to her husband,
so it is probable that he died soon after they were married.
The daughter however is mentioned several times.
"A fair daughter is mine, Xleis the beloved, in place
of whom nor all Lydia nor lovely [Lesbos ]." f 1)
And in a morning song these lines:
"Eleis shall cast down from thy wardrobe a saffron
colored g07/n and a purple robe to put upon thee.” (2)
The literary work of Sappho reflects a season of peace
and happy leisure. For that reason scholars believe that it
belongs to the period between 600 and 590, after the fierce civil
wars had passed, and during the prosperous reign of Pittakos.
Women among the Aeolians always occupied a position of
much greater freedom and honor than among the other branches of
the Greek nation. In this respect they kept the old epic tra-
ditions of Arete, Hausicaa, and Penelope. The women of the rest
of Hellas, on the other hand, were relegated more and more to the
?1) Pr. 85.
(2) Pr. 6 J. M. Edmonds.
i ....
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background until the historian Thucydides could say that the
good woman was she of whom nothing was known. At Lesbos,
since the arduous labors of the household were performed by
slaves, the women were free to occupy themselves in other di-
rections. They mingled in society with men, attended the
theatres, and took part in the sacrifices and feasts in honor
of the gods. They formed societies or clubs for the purpose
of developing mind and body, and for the cultivation of music,
poetry, and the choric dance. Education and the power of self-
expression reached a very high grade among them.
Possibly the idea of education came from Sparta, for
the Dorians believed the higher attributes of mind capable of
cultivation in women, and at Sparta both boys and girls were
formed according to state law into groups for education and
exercise. The Lesbians however, with their natural love of
pleasure, were not content with the rigid Spartan discipline
of mind and body, but turned their attention to the cultiva-
tion of luxury and beauty in every line. Physical beauty
was theirs by gift of nature, and was so highly regarded among
them that beauty contests were regularly held both in Lesbos
and the neighboring island of Tenedos.'
1
^ Soft cushions and
garments of bright colors, wreaths of dewy fresh flowers, and
graceful dances became their delight, and all were reflected
in the poetry in which so many women of this age excelled.
"Do thou, Pica, set garlands round thy lovely hair,
tY/ining shoots of dill with soft hands: for those
who have fair flowers may best stand first, even
(1) Athenaeus XIII. 90.
f.
.
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in the favor of Goddesses, who turn their face
away from those who lack garlands . " ( 1)
%
%
%
Voluptuous, easeful lives they led, and voluptuous was their
poetry, hut full too of the tact and proportion characteristic
of everything Greek.
Sappho was the teacher and head of one such society
of women at Lesbos. She called her school "The House of the
(Z)
Servants of the Muses," or "The House of the Poets," a much
more euphonious name than the modern "Academy of Arts and
Letters." In later years schools dedicated to the service
of the Muses had a religious significance and were accordingly
favored by the state. Exemption from taxation was allowed
them and frequently charters were granted, conferring the right
f 3)
of self government. Such schools were called Thiasoi.
It cannot be determined 'whether Sappho’s school was under simi-
lar patronage, though it is quite certain that it formed a re-
ligious cult in honor of Aphrodite. Sappho calls her girls
,,
(4)
£.TouupccL
,
a word which Athenaeus tells us (XIII. 28) 7/as used
in the 6th and 7th centuries to designate either men or women
professionally connected with the worship of the Goddess.
Girls came from far and near to study under so gifted
a teacher as Sappho. The names of fourteen of her pupils have
been preserved, among them Anagora of Miletos
,
Euneika of Sala-
mis, and Hero of Gyara.
"I was the teacher," says Sappho, "of Hero, the swift
runner of Gyara. "(5)
(1) Fr. 78
(2) Fr. 136.
(3) Ath. XII. 69.
4. Fr. 11 & 31.
5. Fr. 71.
<w
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Atthis too she mentions as formerly a favorite pupil.
( 1 )
"Once I loved thee, Atthis, long ago.”
Succeeding ages have given the name Anaotoria as that of one
of Sappho’s best loved pupils, to whom indeed one of her famed
poems is dedicated. Nowhere in Sappho's own work however does
the name occur. Atthis left Sappho’s school, and went to one
conducted hy a rival teacher, Andromeda.
"But to thee Atthis, the thought of me is hateful.
Thou flittest to Andromeda. " ( 2)
he are told hy a fragment lately discovered in Egypt that she
did not wish to go, and promised to return, which she was for
(3)
some reason unahle to do. It is possible that Sappho was
^ jealous of Andromeda, for she jests at her carelessness of dress.
"’.Vhat country girl bewitches thy heart, who knows not
ho v/ to draw her dress about her ankles?” ( 4)
Atlienaeus says that Sappho is here speaking of Andromeda.
What were the subjects taught at the House of the
Poets is not altogether known. Poetry itself can not be taught,
since genius is more than technique. The Greeks however realized
that poetic genius needs the help afforded by knowledge of the
technique of poetry, so undoubtedly that was one subject of study.
Terpander and Archilochos were the chief models of style in poeti-
cal composition, and Homer and Hesiod were of course familiar au-
thors. Terpander had been the first to combine music and poetry,
while Archilochos was considered a master of the harmony of words.
(1) Pr. 33.
(2) Pr. 41.
( o) Pr. III. J .M. Edmonds
.
(4) Pr. 70.
ri
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We can "be sure also that musical composition was
taught by Sappho. She herself was a musician of no little
ability, and is said to have invented both a small stringed
instrument called the pektis, and a distinct style of music,
the mixo-Lydian. Music, poetry, and the graceful dances
which were part of the training of every Greek youth and maid-
en, prepared the pupils of Sappho to take their part in festi-
vals in honor of the gods.
Education in Sappho's day was held in very high re-
gard, as may be judged from Sappho's rebuke to a woman with-
out learning:
"Thou shalt lie dead," she says, "nor shall there be
any remembrance of thee then or thereafter, for thou
hast not of the Roses of Pieria: but thou shalt wander
% obscure even in the house of Hades, flitting among the
shadowy dead." (1)
%
Besides musical and poetic composition, education consisted largely
in memorizing the works of earlier authors, especially of Homer.
Writing had been known in the Aegean islands for two centuries,
and was used by both law makers and poets. It was done with a
sharp instrument on thin slabs of wood covered with wax, for
papyrus was not introduced till later. Sappho was probably able
to read, and very likely to write also, though she never men-
tions writing materials. Always her invocation is to her lyre.
"Gome, divine shell, lift up thy voice.
Become vocal for me." (2)
Philosophy and poetry were considered almost identical
in this age, and Sappho seems to have been something of a philosopher,
(1) Pr. 68
(2) Pr. 45.
4
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in the line of the older moralists.
"When anger is surging in thy heart, keep thy
tongue from idle hickering." (1)
And again she says:
"He v/ho is fair, is fair to look upon, hut he who is
good v/ill soon he fair also." (2)
And
"Wealth v/ithout thee. Worth, is no safe neighbor,
hut the mixture of both is the height of happiness ." f 3)
Y/e have no evidence that she knew anything of the new steps of
philosophy toward science, though not far away at Miletos, as-
tronomy and geometry were beginning to he studied. The school
of philosophy in that city even possessed a sun dial and an as-
tronomical globe.'
The relation between Sappho and her pupils was evi-
dently one of deep affection. Maximus of Tyre compered it to
the bond v/hich in later days united Socrates and his younger
friends. "As Alcibiades and Charmides and Phaedros were to
Socrates," he says, "so 7/ere GyriTpp. and Atthis and Anactoria
to Sappho. Some of her poems were v/ritten, Sappho tells
us, for her girls.
"This now will I sing deftly to please my girl-friends ." f 6)
(3) Fr. 81. (5) Max. Tyr. XXIV. 8.
(4) Aristotle: Politics III. 9. (6) Fr. 11.
fl) Fr . 27
(2) Fr. 101
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Three causes, the freedom of Sappho's life, her
prominence as head of an organisation of women, and the fact
that many of her poems are about love, contributed in later
Greek days to form the belief that Sappho herself was a woman
of immoral character, and that her school was really a house
ox prostitution. This belief was current among the Attic
comedians of the degenerate second and third centuries. No
less than six comedies, the earliest of them by so famed a
poet as Menander, represent Sappho in this light. Strabo
attributes to Menander the story that Sappho became enamored
of a beautiful youth named Phaon, who repelled her advances,
and whose coldness finally drove her to such a pitch of de-
spair that she leaped from the Leukadian rock into the sea,
there to drown either herself or her love.
The Romans, naturally taking their opinions from
the Greek comedians, with whom they were better acquainted
than with other Greek writers, acquiesced without question in
their view, and no doubt enjoyed Sappho all the more because
f 2)
of it. Ovid calls her "unexcelled in lasciviousness," and
f 3}
wrote an epistle, "Sappho to Phaon," based on the current
conception of her character. Martial, in a complimentary poem
addressed to a Roman lady Sulpicia, says that Sappho, under her
instruction might have been both more learned, and pure in char-
acter .
"Hac condiscipula vel hac magistra
Esses doctior et pudica, Sappho.
(1) The dramatists v/ere Menander, Amphis, Antiphanes, Ephippos,
, „
Timocles, and Diphilos.
(2) Ovid. Art. Amat . III. 331.
f 3) Heroides XV.
%
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Sea tecum pariter simulque visam
Durus Sulpiclam Phaon amaret."(H
*
It is, however, through Addison's paper in the
Spectator that the story of Sappho and Phaon is best known
to English and American readers. "With his usual exquisite
humor" and in highly fanciful vein, Addison describes the ar-
(21
rival of Sappho at the temple of Apollo on the rock, her
last song, and her impetuous leap into the sea, from which
she never emerged. He adds that Alkaios arrived at the rock
that same evening, purposing to take the same leap on account
of his own hopeless love for Sappho. Hearing that she had
been there before him, and that "her body could be nowhere
found, he very generously lamented her fall, and is said to
have written his 125th ode upon that occasion.” |
There was almost universal acceptance of this story
until early in the last century. In 1816 Professor Welcker of
( 3 )GJJttingen
,
studied the subject thoroughly, and decided that
the evidence was quite insufficient to warrant the prevailing
view of Sappho's character. His conclusion, however, has been
vigorously attacked by Colonel Mure of Caldwell, one of the few
modern writers who persists in believing the old scandal. He
argues as follows:
"It v/ere difficult to select from the annals of female
character a heroine combining more of the attributes
calculated to verify in her particular case the sub-
stance at least of the popular tradition." (3)
(11 Martial X. 35.
(21 Addison. Spectator 233. Nov. 27, 1711.
( 31 Sappho von einem herrschenden Vorurteil befreit. -- Friedrich
Gottlieb Welcker. 1816.
( 41 Mure. Vol. III. p. 286.
44
Further on he says:
"In a female of her temperament and hah Its, an addi-
tional lustrum or two would make hut little difference
in the ardour of that passion, or in the shock attend-
ing a disappointment. Upon the whole then , . . the
impartial critic must at least pronounce the balance
of evidence to he on the affirmative side." fl)
It is obviously unfair however to argue from the "temperament and
habits of the female" when the whole question is "what were her
temperament and habits?" Her literary powers we know, but her
personal character we do not absolutely know, and can only judge
from probability, which for various reasons seems to warrant Welck-
er's rather than Mure ' s view.
In the first place, the story was of very late origin,
rising as it did among the Attic comedians about 395 B.C. --
that is about two centuries after Sappho's death. How the Attic
comedians were both by nature and profession incapable of sympa-
thetic or even just appreciation of Sappho. Attic women were kept
in seclusion. Sappho was free. A situation so strange to them
as that a woman should be the head of a i incomprehensible
his& except on the theory that her character was
women seen in public in Athens. Just so the over-sophisticated
Voltaire regarded Jeanne d'Arc, and if "La Pucelle" were our only
knowledge of her, we should think of her very differently than we
do. But as to Sappho; the obvious comic possibilities of the
theme, plus the fact that women who have become famous as leaders
of their sex have usually been reviled and their motives at least
fl) Mure. Vol. ITT. p. E89
.
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always questioned, make the growth of the story very easily
understood.
But Attic comedy was so notoriously slanderous in
tone that in 403 B.C, a law was passed forbidding that actual
characters should he represented on the stage by name^
1
-
—
;jL-q itLy ovo^tl it is therefore impossible to
accept as facts stories told by the comedians, but otherwise
improved. This particular story seems to have had nP basis
in fact. There is an old myth relating to a Lesbian boatman,
Phacn, upon whom Aphrodite, in return for his ferrying her
across a river, bestowed immortal youth and beauty, together
with insensibility to love. As this story was very popular,
it is quite likely that Sappho may have referred to it in her
poems, or even have devoted a complete poem to it. The cliff
of Leucate too was a famous subject of legend. A leap from
its crest was believed to be a cure for love. It was also a
punishment inflicted on certain criminals. No writer in tell-
ing the story of Sappho’s leap has mentioned whether it was her
life or her love that she lost. Moreover, a writer of about
100 A.B., Ptolemy Hephaistion, does not include Sappho in his
list of men and women who took the perilous leap. Obviously,
her fame would have led him at least to mention her, had he
believed her among the number either killed or cured "by the
remedy. Then again ’’Are not Abana and Pharpar rivers of Damas-
cus?” Lesbos itself furnished both Jutting cliffs and deep
(1) Wharton. Int. p. 22. 36.
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water. Antipater of Sidon definitely states that Sappho died
and was buried in her native Lesbos.
It must then be admitted that no case has been made
out against her, in spite of the fact that the burden of proof
is on those who wish to defame her character. The evidence
they offer is both too late in date and of too questionable
authority to be conclusive. There are on the other hand many
reasons for believing that Sappho was a woman of good character.
7 1
First, Alkaios in addressing her uses the word cl^vol, which es-
pecially refers to chastity. Secondly there is a poem by
Sappho addressed to her brother Gharaxos, the Egyptian merchant,
reproaching him bitterly for his connection with Loricha or
( 1 )
.
Rhodopis, a famous courtesan of ITaukratis. The story is
that this Rhodopis was a fellow slave with Aesop. Because 01
her beauty Gharaxos ransomed her from slavery and made her a
free woman of Naukratis, where she amassed a considerable fortune.
(£)
A newly discovered poem of Sappho relates also to Gharaxos
and Rhodopis. Sappho here rejoices in her brother's release
from the wiles of Rhodopis, end prays the Nereids that he may
return safely from his voyages. It is unlikely that Sappho
would have ventured to reprove her brother, if she were herself
guilty and indeed of the same dreadful trade as Rhodopis. -hr
This very incident moreover supplies the third argu-
ment against the probability of Sappho's ever venturing the
Leucadian Leap. Herodotos says that Rhodopis was famed in the
reign of King Amasis. This king ascended the throne. of Egypt
in 572 B.C. Possibly Gharaxos met Rhodopis at very nearly that
(1) Herodotos II. 155.
(2) Pr. 1, J. I,;. Edmonds.
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date. But even so, if Sappho, as we think, was born about
650 B. C. or a little later, she would at that time have been
something more than fifty years old. At that age, so vehement
a passion for a very young man, and so impetuous and dramatic
a suicide, would be very unlikely, even in a woman of undisci-
plined and fervent disposition.
A position at the head of a school has always been in
itself considered an indication of moral uprightness. Sappho’s
pupils came to her from far distant cities. Long distance trans-
portation of women for immoral purposes could not then have been
worth while. Travel was too expensive, and too public because
of its infrequency . In her own day then, Sappho must have en-
joyed a high reputation both for character and learning in order
to attract pupils from so far away to attend her school.
That this was the case is indicated by the honors which
were paid her at Mytilene both during her life and after her death.
The Lesbians were always very proud to claim Sappho as a fellow
countrywoman, and some authors say they gave her divine honors
at her death. Pliny says that altars were erected to her, and
that her image was put on the coins of her city. Aristotle says
( l)
that "the Mytileneans honored Sappho although she was a woman."
He himself honored her both for her virtue and for her power of
reasoning. Eer virtue he thought evidenced in her reply to Al-
kaios
:
"If thou hadst desired things good, and wert not im-
pelled to say some evil thing, shame would not have
seized thee, but thou wouldst have spoken the thing
which is just. "(2)
(1) Aristotle. Rhet. II. 23
(2) " " I. 9.
(2) Fr. 28.
4t
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Her logical mind appears in her saying:
"To die is an evil. The4^ gods have decided it,
for if to die were not evil, they would have died
themselves." (1)
In spite however of the strong arguments in her favor,
the question can not he positively decided. She may have been
a disgrace to the city in which she lived. Much more probably
she would adorn any society of any age. Her work helps hardly
at all in determining the vexed question. Passionate and fervid
as some of it is, it has curiously little of self revelation.
Besides the fact that an author can not be held personally either
guilty or praiseworthy for the sentiments expressed in his works,
the poems of Sappho on which the unfavorable view of her charac-
ter is based were wedding songs. The Greek wedding demanded
songs at three different times; one when the bridegroom arrived
at the house of the bride, another during the procession in which
the bride was escorted by her friends to her new home, and the
third at the door of the house before the guests dispersed. From
the large number of fragments of such songs, it seems likely that
Sappho wrote them as a profession. This explains the statement
of Pausanias:
"On Love Sappho the Lesbian has v/ritten many things
which do not agree with one another." (2)
She was voicing the experiences and feelings of the many brides
and bridegrooms for whom she wrote.
(1) Rhet. II. 23.
(2) Fr, 132.
Fr. 137.
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The honors mentioned by Aristotle may refer to
statues of Sappho, many of which were erected in later days.
One executed in the fourth century by Silanion, Cicero tells
us was very beautiful and that Verres stole it from Syracuse.
Another stood in the Academy at Athens. Aristotle may also
refer to coins. Both Mytilene and Eresos, Sappho’s birthplace,
had in later years coins bearing her head, and sometimes on the
reverse, her lyre. Many such coins are now in the British Mu-
seum, and some still in Lesbos. Coins of the fifth century B.C.
( 2 )FurtwSngler believes represented the gods, and that only after
the third century were figures of famous men and women also used.
It is however certain that in Roman days coins bearing the head
of Sappho were used at Mytilene.
The ancient representations of her suggest the much
discussed question whether Sappho was beautiful. The coins
issued nearest her life time, even if we could be sure that they
pictured Sappho, are so crude and primitive that they tell very
little. They have however some resemblance to later coins which
bear her name, and both have the same figure on the reverse, a
lyre.
There are two distinct types of head in existing busts
of Sappho. One, now in the Galleria Geographica at the Vatican
shows her with a closely bound head kerchief and little curls in
front of her ears. So she is represented on the older coins of
Mytilene. The second type is more dreamy in the expression of
the face, and the hair is confined not by a kerchief, but by the
(1) Cicero -- Verres IV. 57, 126.
(2) Adolf Furtwgngler -- Meisterwerke der Griechischen Plastik.
p. 103. llote 2. cited by M.M. Patrick: ’’Sappho and the Island
of Lesbos.” p. 82.
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three hands of the usual Greek fillet. This typo is shown
by the busts in the Uffizi in Florence and the Villa Albani
in Pome.
Of the many statues erected to Sappho not one re-
mains. Tnere is however in the British Museum an archaic
terracotta relief sho?;ing Alkaios bowing before Sappho, who
is seated, lyre in hand, and robed in a long folded tunic.
In this relief Sappho seems to be a large woman. This im-
pression is confirmed by the busts, which are all of generous
proportions. On the other hand, an archaic bronze reclining
figure of Sappho shows her very small and rather dumpy. Here
too, she holds a lyre. Her hair is dressed in little curls
all across the forehead, her cheek bones are prominent, and
her face wears the vapid smile characteristic of the "tauten"
statues of Pre-Persian Athens. Perhaps the most satisfactory
likeness, at least to modern eyes, is found on a fifth century
vase from Agrigentum, no?/ in Munich. The vase was made by
the artist Byrgos
,
and represents Sappho and Alkaios, both
holding their lyres. Sappho is tall, broad shouldered, and
very beautiful. Here she is painted with a fillet from under
which long ringlets hang down upon her breast. Greek portraits
both in statues and in paintings were usually more or less ideal-
ized. They seem however to represent a large, well formed woman
of considerable beauty.
The written testimony of the Greeks is as follows.
Plato calls her beautiful, but many refer only to her verses.
Her contemporary Alkaios is our authority for the sweetness of
her smile, £curn|>oi » he calls her - Damocharis
rr
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in the Greek Anthology speaks of the brightness of her eyes,
and compares her beauty to that of Aphrodite. Again in the
Anthology she is called "the pride of the lovely haired Les-
bians," though this also may refer to her poetry. Of the
later writers, Maximus Tyrius says she was small and dark.
Ovid thought that she had little or no beauty, which is strange
considering that beauty is well nigh indispensible to women of
the character he thought was hers. In the letter to Phaon, he
makes her say:
"Si mihi difficilis forraam natura negavit,
Ingenio formae damna petenda meae.
Sum brevis . " (1)
»
Madame Lacier, writing in the seventeenth century says like
Maximus Tyrius that she was "petite et brune." Bayle is even
more harsh, and calls her "laide, petite, et noire." Curiously
enough, the very modern writers like the ancients agree that she
was beautiful. They accept the statement of Alkaios that she
was "sweetly-r smiling, " and with Plato they call her K<*-Xv\.
Wharton points out' ' that she must have been beautiful, for
otherwise the Attic comedians would surely have made sport of
( 3 )
the lack of beauty in one from the island famed in Homer as
the land of fair women.
But whether her personal appearance was beautiful or
not, her superlative poetic genius has never in all the ages been
for a moment questioned. Her poetry is of the Melic type, which
fl) Ovid: Kero ides XV. ik 31-33.
(2) Life of Sappho, p. 26.
(3) Iliad. IX. 129. 271.

Plato defines as compounded of three things, speech, music, and
rhythm. It is personal and intimate in form, reflecting the
life, the habits, the charming natural surroundings in which
she lived. Lyric poetry in Greek literature is older even than
epic, as the Greeks themselves tell us in their legend that Or-
pheus was of an elder day than Homer. When the glory of the
heroic age had passed and epic had lost its interest, the lyric
again came into prominence. It is by nature best capable of
expressing the various sentiments and experiences of men, and
was the common property of all classes of society. Every phase
of life, every condition or occupation of man had its own form
of lyric song. The poetry of Sappho like that of her fore-
runners had its roots deep down in the music-loving, poetic
heart of the Lesbian folk. They had their "swallow songs" in
spring and seed time, their joyous harvest lays, their plaints
for the death of the summer. With songs too they celebrated
every event of their lives. Wedding songs, symposia for ban-
quets, dirges for the dead, all had their accepted place. In
honor of the gods too there were hymns of praise and supplica-
tion, such as the one of which Homer tells.
"So all day long the sons of the Achaians worshipped
the god with song, singing the beautiful paean,
praising the Par-worker, and his heart was glad
to hear." ( 1)
There was the dithyramb in honor of Dionysos, the song which
later became the drama. There was the comos song of the re-
vellers, and the prosodion or parthenia of the festivals.
(1) Iliad I. 47E f.
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Each of those songs had its own poetic form, tested
by experience, and accepted by all bards. In a race of less
versatile intellect, such a limitation of poetic expression
would almost certainly have meant the speedy death of poetic
inspiration. Among the Greeks it merely controlled their ex-
haustless poetic imagination, while giving ample scope for their
energy and richness of thought.
Their lyric song moreover shows clearly the influence
of the epic. Even in songs of emotion it is objective and uni-
versal in nature. The author rarely appears in his work, which
is one reason why we know so little of early Greek poets. The
personal loves and hates and joys and sorrows of the author as-
sume as he sings their world wide human aspect. They are his,
but they belong also to his hearer in every age and country.
Perhaps this is partly due to the lack of private home life among
.the Greeks. The open air public political life of every Greek
man, and the open air public intellectual and social life of
the Lesbian women kept them in large measure from t he common as-
sumption that experiences and emotions are unique and personal
rather than universal and generic.
Frequently, because of the inherited idea of the unity
of poetry and philosophy we find in the Greek lyric a didactic
note. Sappho's contemporary Solon, for instance, used lyric form
both for moral teachings and for inculcating patriotism. Alkaios
used it to rouse warlike passion.
Personal Melic poetry, the expression of individual
human feeling, was naturally written in the individual dialects
of the poets, although choral or public song usually was written

in Ionic, the general and as it were official Greek speech.
So the Dorians, famed for their choral songs, wrote them not
in Doric but in Ionic. Sappho , however
,
and the other Aeolians,
individualists always, and increasingly so as the political
strength of Lesbos waned, sang in their common home tongue.
This was Aeolic.
It differed in several respects from Ionic, Its
/
most noticeable characteristics are iImXluctls
,
the avoidance
of the rough breathing, and or recessive accentua-
/
tion. Indeed very few Aeolic oxytones are found. cro^os u
v / /, / •,
KclAos of the Ionic became at Lesbos crofos and ko-Aos, The
digamma, elsewhere obsolete, is used in Aeolic, as when Alkaios
says to Sappho
" SeXlh Tl ^&LTTr|V .»
Doubling of liquids is common too. Zl/jll becomes
/ /
and ktslyuo is changed to kT&Wu) . Vowels are more
prominent than in other Greek dialects. A diphthong frequently
takes the place elsewhere occupied by a long vowel. So in
/ _/ / z
Attic we find toos or tcls
,
and in Aeolic Tols or tolls
.
The softer vowels too are preferred: ou £ot
? for*
ujv and oL<ra_ for ouctcl .
In the verbs, the augment is regularly omitted, the active
infinitive ends in vw, — as in ^lTTv^v
,
to say, — a
OL<tl or (xlctl are the terminations of the third person plural.
The feminine participle also ends in oura , All these dif-
ferences, the smooth breathing, the less incisive accent, the
digamma to bridge over a possible hiatus, and the soft liquids
and long vowels, tend to make Aeolic the sweetest, most musical
£J
i
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of the Greek dialects. Mr. Datts-Dunton has said somewhere
that the singing quality of poetry is its most important fea-
ture. Lesbian poetry surpassed in singing quality, partly
because of the musical flowing sound inherent in the Aeolic
tongue
.
The singing sweetness of Aeolian lyrics was yet fur-
ther increased by the accompaniment regularly of music and fre-
quently of dance also. Early Greek music was of the simplest
sort, for since the keyboard was as yet unknown, each instrument
had only as many notes as strings. The favorite lyre had only
four strings in Homeric days. Their tone must have been of ex-
ceptional sweetness, for Lesbian harmony was always widely famed.
Terpander added three strings to the lyre, and in this form it
was used by Sappho. She herself is said to have invented the
pektis, a small instrument of unknown shape, played directly with
the fingers, while the lyre was played with the plektron as well.
The lyre was the favorite instrument for private use, the cithara
for public occasions. The flute, particularly sacred to Dionysos,
was yet not so popular as the lyre, since the poet could not with
it be his own accompanist.
As there v/ere separate forms of poetry accepted by
convention to express various moods, so very early a separate
form of music 7/as allotted to each. The taste of the poet was
shown in the grace and fitness of his manner of treatment to
his subject.
The combination of song with dance had a religious
origin. Dancing was first performed before the songs in praise
of the god. Later the two arts were united, and together be-
came a part, not only of religious ceremonies, but of all joyous
t*
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celebrations. All over the Greek world dancing was an im-
portant part of the training of both boys and girls. Un-
doubtedly it was included in the course of study at the House
of the Poets, for the Lesbians even more than the other Greeks
developed the art of graceful sensuous motion, the sympathetic
dancing which blended rhythm and thought into one perfect har-
mony, while it helped interpret both. In the Greek Anthology
there is a description of Sappho holding a golden lyre in her
hand and leading a religious dance in the grove of Hera at
Lesbos
.
The double accompaniment of dance and music made
imperative in lyric song a much more elastic metrical scheme
than was proper to other kinds of poetry. The choice of musi-
cal measure and the tone of the poem necessarily reacted upon
each other. The metre found to be best adapted for the pur-
pose was the logaoedic, a combination of trochee and dactyl,
suggestive of highly wrought passionate feeling. The best
example in English verse is in Shelley's Hymn to the Eight.
"Swiftly walk over the western wave
u o
I
— - u
\ — \ A
Spirit of night l"
w u
\
—— A
Even this fails to give the effect of lingering tenderness pro-
duced by the final unaccented syllable of the Sapphic line.
Burns has secured the same effect in his lines:
"Had we never loved sae kindly,
u
\
— U
I
—
- u
I
o
Had we never loved sae blindly,
O
|
U
| u |
— w
Never met and never parted,
—
- u
|
u
|
— \j
|
-—. ^
We had ne'er been broken hearted." (1)
—
_
- _L - _ - _
7 1) Burns: "Ae fond kiss."
f»
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Sappho was master of all kinds of verse, and wrote with equal
ease in the old epic hexameters, or the more elaborate lyric
strains , Many of her lines indeed have been preserved to
us by the grammarians solely as fine examples of verse form.
The most characteristic and best of her verse forms is her
own invention, the Sapphic stanza. It is built of three acat&,-
^lectic pentameter lines, each comprising two trochees, one
dactyl, and two trochees; and a final climactic line of one
dactyl and one trochee.
v
I
*->
The 3/8 musical time of this verse is both rapid enough
impetuous speech, and restrained enough for dignity and
of thought.
TTo v-K.Xo 3 po V
’ i3^a,T-
_ „ |
_ u I —- - I
— “ 1 -
"
j i \ j ; 1 1 f s '
for
grandeur
’’This variety in the midst of rhythmic uniformity,” says Mr.
Parnell in his work on Greek Lyric Poetry, "imparts not only
wonderful aesthetic charm, but also the par/ er of expressing
the ebb and flow of passionate emotions, which is of infinite
value in lyric poetry,”
The Sapphic stanza indeed has never been surpassed
as a medium for the most exalted lyric strains possible to
any poet. The only two complete Sapphic poems are in this
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metre, the Ode to Aphrodite, and the Ode to a Beloved woman,
or to Anactoria,as it is often called. On them, though they
are very short, and on a number of scattered and broken frag-
ments, rests Sappho T s claim to supreme poetic genius. Few
as her extant verses are however, their quality is so rare,
their loveliness so lovely, that they are enough to place Sappho,
with us as with the ancients who knew her whole work, beside Ho-
mer, and without another peer. Mr. Symonds says that "Of all
the illustrious artists of all literature, Sappho is the one
whose every word has a peculiar and unra is take able perfume, a
seal of absolute perfection and inimitable grace."
This being the case, it seems as if Sappho's verses
v.
rould have been as zealously guarded for us by all ages as they
were in sad fact zealously destroyed by a few. Tradition says
that they remained intact until about 380 A. I). Indeed Athenaeus
who lived at that time says that he, like the comic character of
Epicrates in the "Anti-Lais"
"Had learned by heart completely all the songs
Breathing of love, v/hich sweetest Sappho sang."
In 380, however, they -were burned at Byzantium by Gregory
Hazianzen, in order that his own poems might be studied in
their place, and public morals thereby improved. History
does not state that the desired result was secured. A large
number of manuscripts of Sappho were destroyed too in the burn
ing of the great libraries at Alexandria, when Omar and his
Mohammedans conquered Egypt in 641. In Greece and the west
the constant barbarian invasions and the c'naotic conditions of
m
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the early centuries of our era v/ere responsible for the loss
of many more. But it remained for Christian popes to com-
plete the destructive work of war and neglect. "Cuod non
fecerunt barbari fecerunt Barberini." In 1073, by order of
Pope Gregory VII, the works of Sappho were collected and pub-
licly burned at both Rome and Constantinople.
The Alexandrian grammarians had made nine books of
Sappho's poetry. Of it all only broken fragments remained,
scattered far and wide in the works of grammarians and critics
who had needed famous illustrations to prove the points of their
own uninspired excursions into print. The most exhaustive and
valuable work of reconstructing the mournful "disjecta membra"
was done by Theodor Bergk.With infinite patience he culled from
the voluminous works of the grammarians nearly two hundred quo-
tations, some of them comprising only one or two words. That
she v/as so frequently quoted is of course a high tribute to
Sappho's fame. She 7/as considered an authority for correct
use of v/ords, points of grammar, metre, and lore of the gods.
Long and dreary is the list of such references to her found in
the works of Athenaeus
,
Longinus, Philostratus
,
Maximus Tyrius,
Stobaeus, Hephaistion, Herodian, and many other 7/riters of the
early centuries of our era.
Phrynichus, one grammarian, says:
"Sappho calls a woman's dressing case, where she
keeps her scents and such things j'puTVj ."(I)
(1) Fr. 156.
64
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And another says:
>/
"o-k-o-kos is one who has no experience of ill, not one
who is good natured. So Sappho uses the word."(l)
"Sappho makes the accusative of Kiv^uvos (>)
says Choerohoscus . And still another treatise on grammar reads
"The genitive plural of VHo u oro-is ./VV u> <r cs u3 v
among the Laconians, iAotcrcLuj v in Sappho. "(5)
Apollonius quotes a "brief line to show the Aeolic use of the
ToV ^oV tvcloSo- vo<x.X,ti calls him her son.
He gives us also oo Ti puoi u^pL£.s , to prove
>/ C
Aeolic form opuja-ts for u|j~sls .
Some of Sappho's loveliest lines have been preserved
as examples of her metrical skill. Such is the famous line
quoted by Hephaistion:
U U l
—
—
I
—
"Once I loved thee, Atthis, long ago." (5)
A more elaborate rhyme scheme, the Ionic a majore mentioned
by the sane writer, is the following: ( 6)
^ / j ^ ^ ^ ij3r
t
<rcio-L YU ttot tod ~rro A a <r <r i v
rrcu lo is o-pL^’ tpoe VTa. (JlOu-oV
—
—
,
“ u
I
/
—
—
/
«'
-I u
iro O-S 'Tt.jO <n V cl v 3 o s p-^Xa icov yU-OLTS LCTCLL
.
I U | u U
( H) ’Ft
:
1^7.
f 5} Pr . 33
(6) Pr. 54.
>!
SI'LL* 0"s3ev
t
’A t9 l
,
TTol A.O- l ho ux.
\ \ l
(1) Pr. 149.
(2) Pr. 161.
(3) Fr4 . i b 4-
.
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"Thus at times with tender feet the Cretan women
dance in measure round the fair altar, trampling
the fine soft "bloom of the grass."
Athenaeus quotes Sappho to show that Hermes was cup-
hearer of the gods.
"And there the howl of Amhrosia was mixed and Hermes
took the ladle to pour out for the gods: and they
all held gohlets and made libation, and wished
the bridegroom all good luck." (1)
Another grammarian says that Sappho has called love the child
style. Demetrius illustrates the beauty of repetition by the
lines
:
Ode to Aphrodite, one of the two complete poems still extant.
It is quoted in full by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who calls
it "a perfect illustration of the elaborately finished style of
poetry, showing in detail how its grace and beauty lie in the
subtle harmony between the words and the ideas.”
/ r \
of earth and heaven.
Some of the fragments are quoted for their graces of
"Maindenhood, maidenhood, whither art thou gone?
lever again will I come to thee, never again." (j3)
Much the most famous of Sappho T s poems is however the
t
^"Immortal Aphrodite of the broidered throne, daughter
of Zeus, weaver of wiles, I pray thee break not my
(1) Pr. 51.
(2) Pr. 132.
(3) Pr. 109.
(4) Pr. 1.
\#
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spirit with anguish or distress, 0 queen. But come
hither, if ever Before thou didst hear my voice afar,
and lister., and leaving thy father's golden house
earnest with chariot yoked, and fair fleet sparrows
drew thee, flapping fast their wings round the dark
earth from heaven through mid sky. Quickly arrived
they; and thou Blessed one, smiling with ir mortal
countenance, didst ask 'What now is Befallen mo, and
why now I call, and what I in my mad heart most de-
sire to see!
"
'What Beauty now would'st thou draw to Love thee
V/ho wrongs thee, Sappho? For even if she flies she
shall soon follow/, and if she rejects gifts shall yet
give, and if she loves nol soon shall love, however
loth.
'
"Come I pray thee, now too, and release me from
cruel cares, and all that my hear J: desires to accom-
plish, accomplish thou, and he thyself my ally."
This, poem has so fascinated scholars In all ages that
many have tried to render it in equivalent English verse, an at-
tempt which has signally failed for the most part, as even 'the
translators admit. In some way the translations lack the "seal
of absolute perfection and inimitable grace" which Mr. Symonds
says is Sappho's peculiar gift. Either they attain grace at
the cost of accuracy, or though accurate enough, they lack the
spirit and sweetness of the original.
The other complete poem is usually called the Ode to
Anactoria, though the name Anactoria does not occur in it nor
indeed in any of Sappho's lines.
(l)"That man seems to me peer of gods, who sits in thy
presence, and hears close to him thy sweet speech
and lovely laughter: that indeed makes my heart
flutter in my Bosom. For when I see thee But a
little, I have no utterance left, my tongue is Bro-
ken down, and straightv/ay a subtle fire has run
under my skin, with my eyes I have no sight, my
ears ring, sweat pours down, and a trembling seizes
my whole Body: I am paler than grass, and seem in
my madness little Better than dead."
<*
<#•
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It is said that the physician Hippocrates copied
this poem almost verbatim in his note booh as a summary of
the symptoms of intense emotion. Mere fitness for a medical
note booh would hardly mark a poem high in the sphere of poetry.
Longinus, however, in whose writings the poem is preserved, quotes
it as an example of the sublime in poetry, showing how Sappho
has taken the signs of love madness, and "harmonized them into
faultless phrase.”
The marriage hymns or epithalamia of Sappho were in
ancient days among her most important works. Few lines of them
remain, but they are of excelling grace and charm, and often in-
clude a refrain of thrilling sweetness, such as the
It n I o /
'O. K-ft-Xo.
,
UJ
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quoted by Himerius and found also ir. one of the idyls of Theo-
( 1 )
critus. The best known marriage hymn has the refrain "Eyinen-
aeos" after each line:
"Builders, rear the roof beam high.’
Hymenaeos
I
I
Like Ares, see the bridegroom comes’
Hymenaeos •
Taller far than tall men he’.
Hymen ae o s •
"
Another marriage hymn compares the bride to the sweet apple that
hangs far out of reach.
(1) Theocritus. Idyl. XVIII. 38.
( Z) Fr. 91.
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”As the sweet apple blushes on the end of the bough,
on the very end of the bough, which the gatherers / -,*
overlooked, nay overlooked not, but could not reach.”
These selections are included in the work of Bergk,
who indeed had collected all the lines which until a very few
years ago Sappho was known to have written. Then several more
fragments, two or three about equal in length to the Ode to Anac-
toria, were discovered in Egypt. Six have been edited by Mr.
J. M. Edmonds of Cambridge, and were published in 1910, under
the title ’’Some New Fragments of Alkaios, Sappho, and Korinna.”
There is of course a possibility that still more will come to
light as the work of the archaeologist progresses, both in Egypt
and in Herculaneum, though there is little hope that the full
works of Sappho will ever again be known.
Lyric poetry, such as is all of Sappho’s work, is al-
together included in what Huxley has called "Literature of power"
as distinct from "Literature of knowledge.” It has to do not
with fact, but to use Pater’s phrase, with "soul fact,” that is,
with fact enlivened by personality in its preferences, volition,
and power. Sappho's personality as seen in her poetry was in-
tense and passionate. Her poems to Love are fervid beyond all
( 2 )
else in literature. She calls Love "weaver of fictions,”
(jLcu3oTrA.ok.os)
,
giver of pain ( <LXvjecrLjin|OOS ) , child of Earth and
Heaven, of irresistible power.
”Now Love masters my limbs, and shakes me, fatal Love,
(1) Fr. 93.
(2) Fr. 125.
*
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and ‘bitter sweet."(l)
"Now Love shakes my soul, a v/ind on the mountains
falling on the oaks." (2)
’’Love has for me the Sun’s splendor and beauty, ”( 3)
’’Her verses,” says Plutarch the moralist, ’’are all air and fire --
other element is there none in them.” They do indeed reveal
the burning soul of the woman. They show also a grand and noble
poetic imagination, which personifies for her even the wayside
grass, whose wan paleness in the drought of summer she likens
to her own in the madness of Love. Her figure of Love as a
mighty wind is strikingly vivid. Other vivid nature images
are found in Sappho, such as her figures of the Hose and the
nightingale. "She praises the Hose for its sweetness, and com-
( 4 )pares beautiful maidens to it,” says Philostratos. The night-
ingale she calls the messenger of spring, a-vj^sx-os
Her keen observation and love of nature inspired some
of her most exquisite lines.
"The stars about the fair moon quickly veil their
bright faces when in her fulness she shines upon
the earth with silver light."
Hot only is Sappho fond of nature, but of all sweet sounds and
bright colors. She speaks of music sweeter than the harp, and
describes a beautiful girl as ju^eXtSuvos "with honeyed voice,”
or sometimes "soft voiced." Her descriptions are
(1) Fr. 40. (4) Fr. 146.
(2) Fr. 42. (5) Pr. 39.
(3) Fr. 79. (6) Fr. 3.
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full of bright colors'. Aphrodite is uo'ocrrt^a.Ya^ golden
crowned. Dawn is ^oq-otte^lXXos f the golden sandalled.^
(3)
Eros wears a mantle of scarlet.
(4)
The hyacinth empurples
(5)
and the bride is rosy with love. The firstthe ground,
characteristic of Sappho’s verse then is personality, the glow-
ing personality of passion and lofty imagination, o^ love of
nature and all sweet sights and sounds. Shelley has this quali-
ty too, and Keats, and a few others, but none , the critics say,
possess it in such high degree as Sappho.
Professor Gilbert Murray has said that English poetry
may well learn from Greek the virtues of texture, architecture,
and religion. I conceive that texture relates to the medium,
architecture to the manner, and religion to the spirit of poefi^y
soap building. The poet then is to be judged in his role of
/
TTooryrv^ or maker, not merely as singer, the role reflected by
> r
x
his earlier title aoLftos. This second characteristic, the
quality of texture in Sappho’s verse is secured first by a nice
accordance of expression to idea, an unerring selection of the
unique word. Such a word is
,
y* when Sappho de-
scribes the nightingale
,
tjjLtpocjjuo vos the love longing
voiced nightingale -- in one word the whole character of the
bird whom Sappho must often have heard from the dusky groves
of Mytilene. The same sure choice of word suitable to sense
(1) Pr. 9.
(Z) Pr. 18
it) Pr. 64.
(4) Pr. 94.
(5) Pr. 133,
(6) Pr. 39
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appears again in the contrasting phrases of the dirge and
the wedding song.
of happy voices, while
"'Q. ioy ?/\c^u3Ycv with the recurrence of
the open vowel tells of sadness in every syllable . The sene
effect is gained by Poe in his marvellous poem ' , Ulalume.' ,
cism is verbal asceticism. "The artist," says "/alter Pater,
"is revealed in his tact of omission." It is this quality
which distinguishes ?appho from the Orientals. Equally pas-
sionate, equally imaginative, they have not "tact of omission."
lack of it males their poetry fantastic. Sappho's, restrained
by the Greek love of proportion, is fanciful. It is the dif-
ference between an Arabian flight's Tale, and an idyl of Theocri-
tus. Curiously enough, some of Sappho's translators have
altogether ignored this phase of the texture of her verses.
is Ambrose Philips' translation. "Words, words, words" --
and it seems to me, utterly lacking the lofty spirit of the
original three. Colonel Higginson has done better:
No less important however than this verbal eelecti-
IV OV*.\ X.C) ^ /DO Y
}
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the first line of the Ode to Aphrodite.
runs
"Oh "Venus, beauty of the skies
To whom a thousand temples rise"
(1) Pr, 93.
(2) Pr. 63.
I' Jt‘,
’ ^ ••
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"Beaut iful- throned immortal Aphrodite"
not only translates the Greek, but approaches its metrical
^ genius.
In this very line however we have both an example
of the richness of meaning possible to a single Greek wore!,
\ y 7
and an excuse for the translator. The word TTo lki A- o^po y
not only means"a throne" but describes the careful craft of
its building and its tapestried glory when completed. TTo lk\ A Xu)
is -- to work in embroidery, to diversify, or embellish.
It is as if one should speak of soul in a company of psycholo-
gists, men who by long argument had come to agree upon a cer-
tain large meaning for the word. The advantage is still with
the Greek however, to whom his v/ord itself carried fulness of
meaning without laborious definition.
Bight choice of words -- "the high imperious verbal
economy" which knows what not to say — and finally that art
in linking words which makes language more potent than painting,
because it can depict process as well as condition.
"As on the hills the shepherds trample the hyacinth
under foot, and the flower darkens (purples) the
ground? ^
But Sappho* s phrase is:
OuL
>
I W O 7
and the verb, so poorly translated by our word "darkens," really
describes the darkening purple which changes into black when
the delicate petals are crushed. Such is the texture of Sappho’s
verse — words faultlessly chosen, no word too much or out of
(1) Fr. 94.
4w
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place, words linked and joined by supreme art.
Architecture in poetry implies the broad view which
harmonizes all the parts to a unified whole. In the beginning
it foresees the end, and so builds toward the climax. mce
there are extant only two complete poems of Sappho, and those
brief, it is like examination of the carving of a jewel to en-
quire into their architecture. Yet the Ode to Aphrodite is
architectural in its finish and harmony. Beginning with the
address to the Goddess, stating her grief and longing, ending
with the inclusive plea "Be thou my helper," there is nothing
incoherent or irrelevant. The most exquisite taste regulates
both form and fervor of the prayer. As we have seen, the
Sapphic stanza builds naturally toward the short final line
as climax of the thought. A supreme example is the last stan-
za of the Ode.
"Come and free me now from my bitter sorrows
What my heart desires that they grace should
grant me
Swiftly grant, and give me thy richest blessing.
Be thou my helper I"
The fragment describing the hyacinth crushed on the hillside
was quoted by Demetrius who knew the whole poem, as an example
of the beauty and strength proper to a concluding or climactic
line.
The regular irregularities, the law- governed diversi-
ties of the more elaborate of Sappho's metres contribute to the
richness and expressiveness of her thought, and since they are
under lav; and not whimsical, they too are architectural, build-
ing the complete and perfect poem. This is the quality which
Pater calls "mind in style."
cw
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Religion in poetry is the reverence of spirit and
delicacy of touch which honors high things and informs the
humblest with beauty and value. Sappho's verse is instinct
with this rarest quality of poetry. She addresses Aphrodite
as tTotyvgc, honored lady, that grecit title which in Homer de-
scribes Hera. She says:
"Lamentation may not be in the House of those who
serve the Muses. Such things befit us not." (1)
She sees Love descending from heaven in flame colored mantle,
and she honors the Graces as daughters of Zeus.
"Come rosy armed pure Graces, daughters of Zeus
.
f 3)
Yet the reverent spirit of Sappho's work is not in her the sign
of deep religious enthusiasm. The Lesbians were the least re-
ligious of the Greek peoples. They loved song and dance and
luxurious pleasure, and much more readily could have spared thei
temples than their banquet hails. Sappho's is rather the rever
ence of the lofty and beautiful soul for all in nature or man or
god that is also lofty and beautiful.
The delicacy of touch which makes graceful every verse
of Sappho is excellently shown in her handling of wedding songs
and epitaphs, subjects too often far differently treated. Ex-
amples of her wedding songs have already been given. Perhaps
the best of the epigrams is on the girl Timas:
(1) Fr. 136.
(2) Fr. 64.
(3)
Fr . 65 .
<•
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"This is the dust of Timas, whom Persephone's dark
chamber received, dead before her wedding. When
she perished all her companions dressed with sharp-
ened steel the lovely tresses of their heads." ( i)
The poetry of Sappho has personality, texture, archi-
tecture, religion. It has also charm, resulting from magic
of expression and heart appeal. Magic of expression Matthew
Arnold denied to be a quality of Greek verse. Yet it surely
is found in Sappho, as in the following:
There falls a murmur of cool water through apple
boughs, and slumber streams down from the quivering
leaves . " ( 2)
There is a single line too, about Sleep:
"The dark- eyed Sleep, child of the Night,"
(3)
similar to one in Shelley's Hymn to Night;
"Thy sweet child Sleep, the filmy-eyed."
Is not the same magic in both?
One of the manuscripts recently discovered in Egypt
(
contains rather a long passage x in which Sappho speaks of her
longing for Atthis and Mnasidica, who "dwell at Sardis far away.”
"But," she says, "those things are not unknown to thee and me,
for the many eared night whispers of them to us across the divid-
ing sea."
"The dividing sea" was itself the magic whereby Lesbian
(1) Pr. 119.
(2) Pr . 4
.
(3) Pr. 55.
f 4) Pr. 4. J. M. Edmonds
.
<(
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song was first stirred to life, then allowed to develop unham-
pered its own sweet spirit. And surely if any phrase has magic
— that hardly definable quality of fascination and sweetness —
it is this phrase of Sappho's, "the dividing sea."
Mr. Watts-Dunton says that lyric poetry is impelled
by pure egoism, that it is song of deep personal emotion straight
from the heart. This is perhaps the reason for the strong
"heart appeal" of Sappho's verses. Like those of Burns, the
lyrics of Sappho sing the deep human passions, love and Joy and
sorrow, and so they touch human hearts everywhere. Sincerity,
if we may trust Carlyle, is always the companion of greatness.
Both in direct simplicity of speech, and in fidelity of expres-
sion of human emotion does this unmis take able ring of sincerity
complete the charm of Sappho's incomparable poetry.
The supreme poetic rank accorded Sappho during her
life time and in classic Greek days when she was studied like
Homer in all the schools, has been accorded her by all ages
since. With the passing of Sappho, however, the age of literary
greatness of Lesbos ended. Its fierce brilliancy had burned
itself out. The work of Sappho 7/as barren because of its very
perfection. And when the freshness of her spirit had faded
from the Aeolian passion for sensuous beauty, a speedy decadence
to sensuality took place. Lesbos became a synonym for corrup-
tion, partly deservedly, partly through the misconception of the
Athenians of conditions of society at Lesbos. Sappho, however,
who stood at the summit of her art, whose work was perfect in
beauty and delicacy, can not be blamed that after her came beauty
without delicacy, and soon no beauty but degeneracy.
It
Phidias achieved the perfect work in sculpture --
and after his grandeur came prettiness, then artificiality,
then degradation. Instead of a 2eus Olympus, the sculptors
( 1 )
labored to produce those distressing dwarfed dancing figures
so recently recovered from the waves of the Sea. But if Phidias
is not to blame for the hideous dwarfs, neither is Sappho guilty
for the crimes which her Lesbian successors may have committed.
Buskin considers the art of the pre-Phidian days more moral than
that of Phidias, because it is still struggling toward an unat-
tained perfection, while beyond Phidias no man may go. Yet the
morality of incompleteness is not artistic perfection, and if it
is right to strive for perfection, it is surely right to attain.
Soberly considered, there is no more morality in striving for a
perfection that v/ill surely bring decay than in standing perfect
on the brink of that decay. The difference is merely one of
distance from the event. Men must, and artists especially will
strive to do well the thing which they do. The opposite course
would be base indeed. That being the case, success, at least
in one capable of success, is more moral than failure or mere
striving.
Applying the same principle to literary as to plastic
art, the same conclusion holds. It was more moral for Sappho
to produce perfect art than it would have been for her, capable
of success, to fail. The completeness of her success is testi-
fied in the praises of those who knew her work. Solon, hearing
( 1) national Geographic Magazine, Jan. 1912. "The Greek Bronzes of
Tunisia." -- F. E. Johnson.
«(
his nephew reciting some of her verses, prayed that he might
not die till he too had learned them --
c.
1
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. Plato called her the
Tenth Muse. Aristotle unquestioningly accepts her equality
( 2 )
with Homer. Strabo said, "She was a marvel. For we have
not known, since the memory of man, any woman equal to her
f 3)
even in the smallest degree, in the grace of her poetry."
This verdict two thousand years of changing literary taste has
not changed, for whatever may have been his conception of her
character, no one has ever criticized unfavorably the poetry
of Sappho.
Proof of her undying fascination may be found in the
fact that so many imitators and translators of her have sprung
up -- and proof of her unattainable genius too in their univer-
sal failure. Swinburne, when a friend said to him that his
lines were not Sappho, replied "I know it. But it is as near
as I can come to her, and no man can come very near."
Of Homan poets, Catullus was most deeply imbued with
the spirit of Sappho. His temperament was similar to hers,
with its keen sensibilities and profound emotions. Many of his
poems are written in the Sapphic metre, and approximate the Sapphic
fervor. The best known is the translation of the Ode to Anacto-
ria.
(1) Anth. Pal. 12. 506.
(2) Phet. II. 23.
(3) Strabo XIII. 617.
4i
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"Ille me par esse deo videtur."
( 1 )
Horace prided himself on the introduction to Home of the Sapphic
stanza.
But Horace blundered in the metre by using nearly always a
caesura after the fifth syllable, which spoiled the effect of
impetuous fervor. He did, however, reproduce much of the
Greek spirit, and some of the intensity of his own, though
the Latin tongue is less adapted to passionate utterance.
Arnold, Merivale, and Bossetti have translated Sappho into Eng-
lish verse. Some of their work is very beautiful. Wharton,
in his "Sappho, Memoir, Text, and Translation," has collected
the best of such translations, and it is through his work that
Sappho and her poetry are now available to English speaking
people. He has followed Bergk's text, and gives 170 quotations
(second edition), which were all that were known until the dis-
covery of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri south of Cairo in 1898, and
of the six fragments edited by Mr. Edmonds in 1910,
Of equal interest with the translations but of less
authority for one who wishes to know Sappho, is the work of a
"I shall be called the first that fitted Aeolian
lyric songs to Italian measures, for the love
and the art of the Lesbian maid still live." (2)
In modern days such men as Higginson, Symonds, Edwin
(1) Catullus. Carmen LI.
( 2 ) Horace. Odes. Bk. III. 30.
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few men v/ho from the fragments try to reconstruct the poems.
Their work is not translation, nor paraphrase, tut an imagina-
tive construction based on their familiarity with the spirit
and atmosphere of the original. Bliss Carman in 1904 pub-
lished one hundred lyrics of. this sort, and in 1907 John Myers
O'Hara published a similar work. The following is his inter-
pretation of the single Sapphic line:
"A maid full tender plucking flowers
,
which is believed to refer to Persephone. ( 1 )
”1 saw a tender maiden plucking flowers
Once, long ago, in the bright morning hours,
And then from heaven I saw a sudden cloud
Pall swift and dark, and heard her cry aloud.
"Again I looked, but from my open door
My anxious eyes espied the maid no more.
The cloud had vanished bearing her away
To underlands beyond the smiling day."
The nature element, the bright sunshine and the swift black cloud,
have been well rendered, but the lines, lovely as they are, have
something academic in their calm. Their conclusion is a trifle
.too conclusive. By contrast comes the idea:Y/hat can we do about
it? Sappho is not calm. Mr. O'Hara has .however , done well to
write, his English verse according to the spirit of English verse.
The lines in Greek poetry indicate no break in the thought, whereas
there should be a slight pause at the end of each line of English
verse. When this principle is not observed in translation, a
(1) Pr. 121.
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curious jerky effect is produced, as in the poem by the same
author called "A Prelude -- To her Girls,”
’’Deftly on my little
Seven stringed sarhitos
How to please my girl friends
Songs I set to music."
The lament for Adonis has been attempted by botl men. The
original is only two lines:
"Delicate Adonis is dying. What shall we do Cytherea?
Beat your breasts, maidens, ana rend your tunics . ” ( l''
The theme is treated by. Bliss Carman as follows:
"What shall we do, Cytherea?
Lovely Adonis is dying.
Ah, but we mourn him I
"Will he return when the winter
Huddles the sheep, and Orion
Goes to his hunting?
"Will he return when the Autumn
Purples the fields, and the sunlight
Bleeps in the vineyard?
"Ah for thy beauty, Adonis!
With the soft spring and the south wind.
Love and desire!"
Sappho has been the theme also of a large number of
plays which have been written both in this country and in Europe.
l
Most of them pay little attention to the facts of her life or
the significance of her poetry, but treat the sensational stories
(1) Fr. 62.
#41
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connected by later ages with her name. Such are Mr.
Mackaye’s "Sappho and Phaon," and Mr. Laudet’s "Sappho."
The Englishman who has host rendered into English
both the Sapphic fire and the Sapphic metre is Swinburne.
Some of his poems, notably his "Sapphics" and parts of the
"Songs of the Springtides" seem to have caught her spirit
completely. "Songs of the Springtides" has the rapt lis-
tening note and the tenderness of the line to Atthis:
t
’ H pcrpncV u) sv /'f\r^ i w o \ cx-
"Once indeed I loved thee, Atthis, long ago."
The "Ode to Anactoria," not by the way Sapphic in metre, and
in no sense a translation, is yet rather more than a para-
phrase of the two extant odes of Sappho. Swinburne says
that he has tried to express "the violence of affection which
hardens into rage and deepens into despair." There is too
much of the carnal in his poem -- too much warm moist lips and
limbs that cling and burn — and the passion is too wild and
unrestrained for Sappho. The restrictions of Greek taste
could hardly be said to govern Swinburne’s "Anactoria." Yet
the lines which actually translate Sapphic lines are very beau-
tiful. These poems of Swinburne, the plays based on any phase
of the Sapphic story, and the work of such artists as Mr. Car-
man and Mr. O’Hara, while- they do not represent the real Sappho,
yet shew how potent still is her literary influence.
It is pleasant to think that perhaps Sappho herself
had some foreknowledge of the fame that was to be hers. She
had said to an ignorant woman:
(A) Ft. 33
.
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"There shall he no remembrance of thee hereafter,
for thou hast not of the Poses of Pieria, hut
thou shalt wander obscure even in the house of
Hades, flitting among the shadowy dead." ( 1}
This is rather negative evidence that she believed the Poses
of Pieria able to guard from oblivion her who possessed them.
But she also has said:
"Lien I think will remember us even hereafter."
” TWO. <\>CC)JLl ROLL U<Tr£.|?OV isv
and probably these too are her lines;
"I think I have a goodly portion in the violet
weaving Muses."
?/
,
/> > \ / .
fj'to iou/Loku)V
Mout mv it) Xce\tjj-sv. "( 3 )
This prophecy and self criticism is perhaps the part of Sappho’s
work most successfully treated by Swinburne.
"I Sappho shall be one- - - - he says
"Y/itJi all high things forever, and my face
Seen once, my songs once heard in a strange place
Cleave to men’s lives, and waste the days thereof
Pith gladness and strange sadness and with love.
W
"Yea, men shall say earth’s womb has borne in vain
Uew things, but never this best thing again.
Borne days and men, borne fruits and wars and wine.
Seasons and songs, but no song more like mine."
FINIS.
fl) Hr. 68
( 2 ) Fr. 32
(3) Fr, 32
w
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